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SPECIALS

Smart. Solid.

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS

Buiscar

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS

First class terminal and industrial trailers

SKELETAL TRAILERS

ROLL TRAILERS

LEAKAGE TRAILERS

Buiscar manufactures quality cargo solutions for port terminals and industries. For ports and
intermodal transport Buiscar offers skeletal trailers, MTS trailers and flexi trailers, roll trailers and
goosenecks. For the industry, with activities related to e.g. construction, concrete, steel, windpower
and generators, Buiscar manufactures drawbar trailers, roll trailers, goosenecks and self propelled
trailers. Our standard range, to be customized by value added options and custom engineered
solutions are well known in the market.
Your Buiscar benefits
* High quality: high quality steel, components and welding at reasonable price.
Your benefit: a long life of the trailer, total cost of ownership is the lowest in the market.
High second hand value.
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Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

DRAWBAR TRAILERS

SELF PROPELLED TRAILERS

* Proven design and unique Buiscar tandem: the right combination of main beams, axles and
wheels manufactured according to strict dimensions.
Your benefit: heavy duty, easy and safe transport of your cargo during the full life time of the
trailer.
* Low maintenance: the design is low maintenance.
Your benefit: efficient operation and low downtime, necessary parts are at your place
within 24-48 hrs.
* Buiscar staff: professional and experienced in-house engineers, craftsmen and after sales
engineers.
Your benefit: solutions that are based on more than 45 years of experience built up in a solid
firm. Buiscar Cargo Solutions is part of the Beco Group.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Buiscar industrial trailers

Buiscar Industrial Trailers
Buiscar Industrial trailers have a proven design: a heavy duty platform equipped with
Buiscar running gear.
The trailers have the right combination of main beams, axles and wheels and are
manufactured according to strict dimensions. Different steering solutions are available.
Buiscar both offers a standard range and custom engineered solutions which are applicable
in many markets, worldwide.
The engineering is based on 45 years of experience and a long lasting design. Buiscar
offers drawbar trailers, self-propelled trailers and AGV systems up to 160 tons, to be
customized by value added options and custom engineered solutions.
Features:
		
Quality design, steel, components and welding.

Suitable for general cargo, bulk cargo, containers, custom cargo.
Stable platform structure.
Running gear: various running gear configurations.
Steering solutions: turning table, fuse steering, pivot steering.
Single or double steering.
Buiscar surface treatment.
Options for platform: design, guides, supports, lighting, inspection and safety.

Load capacity up to 120t.
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Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Drawbar trailers

1

Fabricated from hot rolled steel.
Main beams and support beams
are made of steel S355. The
design is engineered using a high
safety factor in order to guarantee
a long lifetime.
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The best through experience

3

2

FRAME

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │DRAWBAR TRAILERS

WELDING
Full pen welded construction with
mixed gas (according to NEN EN
287 and ASME standards). Welding is done by certified experienced welders. Critical connections
are double checked.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

TRAILER DIMENSIONS
Customized configurations
regarding load capacity, shape of
platform, length, width and height
are possible. The Buiscar inhouse
engineers may design the trailer to
load and application needs.
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BLOCK LOADS
Block loads can be loaded up to
60% of the surface of the trailer.
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PLATFORM SURFACE

SURFACE TREATMENT

Platforms in many configurations:
steel or stainless steel, pine wood,
hard wood, with board or PVC or
grid panels. The surface can be in
open or closed execution.

Buiscar surface treatment: All
steelwork is shot blasted SA2.5
and finished with 3-layer of
Buiscar two-component
polyurethane coating of total
150mµ (dft.) Finishing layer in a
plain standard RAL colour code to
be stated by the customer.
Steelwork is fully closed in order to
avoid rust from the inside.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Industrial Trailers Markets
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CONCRETE INDUSTRY

MACHINE INDUSTRY

EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

WHOLESALE INDUSTRY

STEEL INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Undercarriage

1

Turntable steering with a drawbar
for pulling and steering the trailer.
Suitable for making sharp turns.
Equipped with industrial heavy
duty ball bearing. Maximum
steering angle 45° for stability.
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Steering solutions

3

2

TYPE I

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │UNDER CARRIAGE

TYPE II
(Fuse) steering for more stability
and when narrow wheel space is
required. Up to 25T per truck load
capacity. Buiscar proven design of
heavy duty axles and bearings.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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TYPE III
Pivot pots steering, minimal 2
per axle line. The weight is 100%
equally distributed over four
wheels per axle line by the
oscillating axles.

DOUBLE STEERING
TYPE DS
Trailer with double steering. Rear
axle mirrored steered to the front
axle. For short steering radius to
reduce manoeuvring space.
Maximum steering angle 45°.
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DOUBLE DRAWBAR
Drawbars on both ends of the
trailer to operate the trailer in two
directions in combination with
double steering.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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MULTI AXLE LINE
Upgrade to more (oscillating) axle
lines and tandem systems, fixed
or steered. For more load capacity
and better weight distribution.
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Options Custom engineered
1

SUPPORT FRAME
Buiscar engineers for solid support
and safe transport of coils,
spreaders, machines or
construction elements.
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LOCKING
Lashing eyes are standard. Twist
lock pins, twist locks and ISO
holes may be installed as well as
any type of extra lashing eye.

Adjustable drawbar height with
parking positioning. Demountable
or fixed drawbar and towing eye.
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LIGHTS
LED tail 3 signal lights and LED
side markers.

Heavy duty large cargo lashing
to secure the load and to lift the
trailer.

Mechanical, hydraulic or 2-line air
brakes on one or more all
axle-line(s).

MUDGUARDS
PVC or steel mudguards for clean
operation and pedestrian safety.
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PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Side protection with nylon belt or
aluminium bars.

ACCESS SAFETY
Service platform, stairway, fence
and hand rail for safety at all time.

STANCHION POCKETS
Stanchions for cargo stability and
support.
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CARGO COVER

CLAMPS

KINGPIN STEERING

Closed cover of the cargo platform
by tarp cover or fixed panel.

Cargo secured by clamps powered
by hydraulics or air pressure.

To lift and steer the trailer on one
side by means of a 5th wheel
(gooseneck) or by a fork lift pocket
frame.
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TIRES

SUPPORT LEGS

MULTIPLE FRAME
ELEMENTS

Pneumatic or full rubber solid tires
for normal weight requirements.
Press-on cushion tires for a higher
load capacity.

Retractable support legs to secure
stability while parking. Manually
extendable or operated by
hydraulics.

The frame can be built as a construction where the chassis consists
of multiple frame elements in order
to facilitate container transport.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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BRAKES

9

8

LASHING

10

6

5

DRAWBAR
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3

2
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WORKING
PLATFORM
Safe and ergonomic working
platform for wide access to
service areas. All within the
machine guideline restrictions.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com

GREASE SYSTEMS
Automatic lubrication system for
periodic maintenance. All grease
points will be automatically lubricated according to pre-set intervals.
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Roll trailers

Buiscar roll trailers
Buiscar roll trailers have a proven design: a heavy duty platform equipped with the unique
Buiscar tandem wheel sets. The roll trailers have the right combination of main beams, axles
and wheels and are manufactured according to strict dimensions. Buiscar offers a standard
range, to be customized by value added options, and custom engineered solutions.
Features:
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Stable platform structure: main and cross beams with wooden
open or steel covered deck
Running gear: Buiscar tandem wheel set
Buiscar surface treatment, shotblasting and painting
Options for platform: design, container positioning and lighting

		

Quality design, steel, components and welding

		

Load capacity up to 120t

		

Suitable for ISO containers and general cargo

Options for running gear: steering and brake system
Frame adjustments possible for safe transport of logs,
coils, turbines and other general cargo

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Self-propelled trailers Intelligent Steering Solutions

1

MODULAR DESIGN
These Buiscar industrial trailers
are engineered by modular
construction. Wheel-sets up to 20
tons each with oscillating axles,
separate power units and battery
packs.
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2

SELF-PROPELLED
Hydraulically or electrically
powered, each with their own
advantages.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103
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ELECTRONICS
Control unit is IP65 insulation and
protected against damage from
outside. Industrial PLC module for
steering angle and steering
command. On board diagnostic
and error codes help to minimise
down time.

REMOTE CONTROL
RF Remote control for all driving,
steering, and lifting commands.
A selection of steering programs.
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DISPLAY
(OPTIONAL)

SAFETY FIRST

Display informs the operator about
the steering angle, direction and
condition of the trailer.

Emergency button on RF control
unit. 8 pieces of emergency
buttons around platform. Acoustic
signal by drive and/or steer action.
Continuous flashing lights around
platform.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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Your Buiscar configuration

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS │BUISCAR CONFIGURATION

The right combination of main beams, axles and wheels according to strict dimensions
LOGISTICAL SERVICE PROVIDERS

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

TAW 4/4-40T to mount special equipment.
Load capacity 40T.
Equipment to load or unload bulk materials assembled
on our trailer equipped with hydraulic stabilizer legs.
Heavy duty Buiscar wheels and steering system.
Flexible design according to special customer’s needs.

TAW 4/4-25T for transport of concrete elements and all
kind of general cargo.
Load capacity 25T. Customer’s request translated in
best technical solution. Solid, pneumatic and super
soft tyres for smooth transport. The wheels are fully
oscillating in order to follow the floor surface. All wheels
steering system. Double couple device for bi-directional
transport.

STEEL INDUSTRY

INFRA CONSTRUCTION
Skeletal trailer HD70-12M to transport concrete
elements.The load capacity is 70T. Customer’s request
translated in best technical solution. Robust
rocker-beams tandem, 8 wheels, platform dimensions
and surface custom made.

TAW 4/8-65T transport of very heavy-duty equipment.
Load capacity in this case 65T.
Possibility to divide trailer for transport over the road,
steel or wooden deck, brakes and parking brake. Heavy
duty Buiscar wheels and steering system, stabilizing
legs and cargo lashings. Hydraulic platform – double
couple device for bi-directional transport.

GENERAL CARGO TRANSPORTATION

MACHINERY INDUSTRY
TAW 4/4-5T for transport and built up special equipment. Load capacity 5T. Customer’s request translated
in best technical solution. Heavy duty Buiscar wheels
and steering system. Many options: axles setup,
steering systems, load capacities, all-wheel steering.
Flexible design according to customer’s needs.

MULTI PURPOSE TERMINAL

PRODUCTION / MEDICAL INDUSTRY
TAW 4/4-3T transport of medical materials in covered
trailers. Load capacity 3T. Customer’s request translated in best technical solution. Trailer with
superstructure; rolling door, stainless steel plates inside
and special dimensions for pallets. Heavy duty
Buiscar wheels and steering system. Highest standards
to ensure long lifetime.
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TAW 4/16-110T to transport concrete or other piles.
Load capacity up to 110T. Very strong platform to be
able to transport general cargo and bulk materials of
any dimension. Heavy duty Buiscar wheels and steering system. Robust A-towing frame and both axle sets
are steered. Many options, axles setup–steering
systems, load capacities and all-wheel steering.
Flexible design according to customer’s special needs.

Call us: +31 (0)347-323103

RR 130T to transport containers, general cargo, bulk
materials. Load capacity 130T.
Strong platform positions for 2x 20ft container or 1x 40ft
container. Heavy duty cargo lashings around platform.
Steel or wooden deck platform. Steered tandem with
oscillated wheels, all wheels steered by fifth wheel.
Flexible design according to customer’s special needs.

Visit us: www.buiscar.com
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CERTIFICATIONS / MEMBER OF

BUISCAR CARGO SOLUTIONS BV
De Limiet 18

T: +31 (0) 347 - 323103

4131 NR Vianen (Ut.)

F: +31 (0) 347 - 377780

The Netherlands

E: info@buiscar.com

www.buiscar.com
www.facebook.com/buiscar

